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Abstract

In the Institute of nuclear sciences "VINCA", the Accelerator Installation "TESLA", which
is an ion accelerator facility consisting of an isochronous cyclotron "VINCY", a heavy ion source,
a D' / H" ion source, three low energy and five high energy experimental channels is now under
construction.

The Tesla Accelerator Installation should be the principal facility for basic and applied
research in physics, chemistry, biology, and material science, as well as for production of
radioisotopes, medical diagnostics and therapy with radioisotopes and accelerated particle beams.

Some problems in defining radiation protection and safety programme, particularly problems
in construction appropriate shielding barriers at the Accelerator Installation "TESLA" are discussed
in this paper.
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Introduction

As it has been said, the VINCY cyclotron is an isochronous cyclotron. In creating its concept

the main aim was to obtain a multipurpose machine, i.e. to enable the acceleration of ions in a wide

range of specific charges. The first requirement was to obtain heavy ions with energies well above

the Coulomb barrier, i.e. well above 5 MeV per nucleon, and make the machine a good instrument

for research in nuclear physics. The second requirement was to obtain sufficiently hight intensities

of protons and deuterons with energies above « 60 MeV, and make the machine a sufficiently good

instrument for applications in medicine. High-energy heavy-ions are planed in use for in-situ analysis

of the elementary process in the materials exposed, including research on microdosimetry and track

structure and energy deposition of accelerated particles.

The VINCY cyclotron will be able to deliver » 1 /xA of 36 MeV per nucleon O8+ ions, ~

100 nA of 23 MeV per nucleon Ar16+ ions and « 700 nA of 7 MeV per nucleon Xe28* ions. It will

be able to deliver also heavy ions of lower energies - above » 3 MeV per nucleon. This machine will

be able to give « 20 /iA of 73 MeV deuterons, and « 2 fih of 66 MeV protons. It will be able to

give also deuterons of lower energies - above « 43 MeV, and protons in the energy region of 22 -

36 MeV. The principal schema of the TESLA Accelerator installation is shown in Figure 1.
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pVINIS
Ion Source

mVINIS
Ion Source

LI - channel for physics of multiply charged ions
L2 - channel for surface physics

L3 - channel for materials science With medium
energy heavy iocs

HI - channel for nuclear spectroscopy and

hyperfine interactions

H2 - channel for heavy ion nuclear reactions

H3 - chancel for physics of very thin crystals and
materials science with high energy heavy ions

H4 - channel for production of radioisotopes and
research with high energy neutrons

H5 - channel for proton therapy and neutron
therapy

Figure 1. The principal scheme of the TESLA Accelerator Installation (TAI 93)

Radiation environments of particle accelerators

Two distinct and separate radiation fields are associated with particle accelerator, and both

are of practical concern to health physicist. The first may be described as "prompt", and is directly

associated with operation of accelerator. All components of this prompt radiation field disappear

almost immediately upon accelerator turn off. The second radiation field described as "remanent"

since it remains after accelerator operation has ceased; it is due to radioactivity induced in the

accelerator structure (PAT 73).

The prompt radiation field is produced either by the atomic or nuclear interaction of particles

during acceleration, or in the utilization of accelerated particles. Inefficiencies in acceleration process

lead to particle losses during the acceleration cycle. If these particles have sufficient energy they may

induce nuclear interaction in the accelerator structure, generating a short-lived radiation field the

detailed composition of which is determined by the energy and type of the accelerated particles and

the material in which they interact. Beam losses during the acceleration cycle may place severe

limitations on beam intensity or may necessitate substantial radiation shielding.

Although beam losses may be important, they represent only a small fraction (typically a few
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percent) of the useful accelerator beam power. In use the accelerator beam interacts with an

experimental target, irradiated specimen, or patient, and it is these interactions that are largely

responsible for the general character of the radiation field (PAT 73, TRS 88).

Full understanding of the prompt radiation field generated requires knowledge of the primary

interaction in the target material and the subsequent progression of the interaction products through

the structure and surrounding experimental material and shielding.

Health physics problems at heavy-ion accelerators, with exception of accidental exposure close

to or directly in the accelerator beam, are largely due to their neutron production. Thus an

understanding of neutron production by charged particles is an essential weapon for the armoury of

the health physicist, who must design shielding for such accelerators, estimate their production of

radioactivity, and measure the radiation field they produce.

Shielding criteria for medium energy particle accelerators

All existing medium and high energy accelerators require some shielding for two reasons:

to limit the biological effects on occupationally exposed persons and population

exposure to acceptably values, according to basic radiation protection principle

(ALARA - As Low As Reasonable Achievable (ISR 91, BSS 94)),

to reduce experimental background conditions to tolerant values.

The design of a practical shielding arrangement for medium and high energy accelerator is

in general a rather complex task for which no simple hand-book formulae are adequate. Nevertheless,

it is possible by using a series of methods to make reasonably precise design in many instances and

to allow for an adequate range of design in many other cases (KOM 86).

At its best the calculation for the shielding of a medium, as well as high energy accelerators

involves, many simplifying assumption to make the problem tractable. Nevertheless the magnitude

of the cost at stake and the engineering problems of support and handling forbid the casual use of

large margins of safety, and require an attempt at precision compatible with the knowledge of the

basic factors of production and propagation of radiation.

It is a fact familiar to all who have considered the shielding of a heavy particle accelerators

that the radiation component that dominate in the prompt radiation field and the shielding problem,

on the accelerator with performances like the TESLA Accelerator Installation have, is neutron

radiation.

The beam losses interacting with components of accelerator structure, as well as beam of

accelerated particles interacting with experimental targets, irradiated specimen or patient will give rise

to high neutron fluxes, for which shielding must be provided, and also lead to component damage and

induced radioactivity, with the attendant risk of increased radiation exposure of maintenance personnel.
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Experimental data on neutron yields and spectra from stopping protons are available at proton

energies above 100 MeV; however, there is much less data for protons and for deuterons in the

energy range between 50 and 100 MeV, where inelastic cross sections change rapidly with energy

(BRO 83, FAS 76).

Conclusion

The goal of all efficient accelerator shielding design is to attenuate the high radiation

intensities produced by the accelerator and its associated equipment to levels that are acceptable

outside the shielding, at minimum cost and without compromising the utility of the particle accelerator

for its designed purposes. The first and the most important and the most complicated step is

determination of radiation sources, i.e. the space, time, particle and energy distribution of radiation

fields (NCR 77). It is, therefore the most complicated step in solving radiation protection and

shielding problems also in TESLA Accelerator Installation, especially due to the substantial lack of

information about interaction cross section for the most important accelerated particles - protons and

deuterons, in the energy range of interest (BRO 83).
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